For Immediate Release

Zetlin & De Chiara LLP Earns Top Recognition in Chambers USA for Being
“Top Caliber in Matters Arising in Construction Law”
New York, NY (June 4, 2020)– Zetlin & De Chiara LLP has been ranked as a top construction law
firm in New York for the 14th consecutive year by Chambers USA in its 2020 guide to top law
firms and lawyers. Four partners were again ranked as leaders in their fields.
Chambers USA lauded the firm, and its “notable strength in handling {construction} litigation and
arbitrations in addition to contract reviews and negotiations… {and handling} a wide range of
public and private sector developments, including retail, infrastructure, industrial and residential
projects.
Clients polled by the guide said:
"Their knowledge of the New York City construction industry is top-rate. The team works
efficiently and with precision. They are highly skilled professionals who are easy to work with.
The firm is top caliber for matters arising in construction law.”
Senior Partners Michael Zetlin, Michael De Chiara, Raymond Mellon and Carol Patterson
were recognized as notable practitioners.
Chambers and Partners has published its highly regarded legal guides since 1990, relying on
research and interviews to rank firms and attorneys, and is widely recognized as one of the leading
publishers of professional rankings and insights for the legal sector. Firms and individuals are
assessed by an experienced team of researchers who consider recent work as well as first-hand
accounts from external sources, with a focus on client feedback.
About Zetlin & De Chiara
Zetlin & De Chiara LLP provides sophisticated legal and business counsel and advice to members
of the construction community across the country including real estate owners and developers,
design professionals, construction managers and contractors, and financial institutions.
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